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Botany

Field Study: Meditations on a Year at the Herbarium
By Helen Humphreys. 2021. ECW Press. 232 pages, 32.95 CAD, Hardcover, 17.99 CAD, E-book.

Field Study is a very charm-
ing little book. Its small 
size and attractive cover 
image of a herbarium spec-
imen evoke its theme, and 
the inclusion of herbarium 
sheet reproductions (in the 
form of high-quality scans), 
specimen labels, and plant 
illustrations maintains this 
theme throughout the book. 
Humphreys is a poet and 
novelist, and Field Study chronicles her one-year 
study of the Fowler Herbarium collection held by the 
Department of Biology at Queen’s University Biolog-
ical Station (QUBS) in Elgin, Ontario.

Book sections are organized into the four seasons 
of the year, and the author’s comments on the pas-
sage of time flow organically throughout the book. 
Chapters are predominantly labelled for the plant 
groups that Humphreys discusses (e.g., Ferns, Pines, 
Grasses) as she moves through the herbarium collec-
tion. Peppered with philosophical musings and reflec-
tions from the author, most of the writing comprises 
short biographies (ranging from a few sentences to a 
few pages) of collectors who contributed to the her-
barium and information about the specimens they col-
lected. Humphreys’s deep appreciation and fondness 
for the Fowler Herbarium and its contents are palpa-
ble, and reading this book feels a bit like looking over 

her shoulder as she explores the collection and the 
lives of the people who made it possible.

This is an easy, quick read with many full-
page herbarium sheet reproductions and illustra-
tions. Many of these herbarium sheets are sourced 
from the Fowler Herbarium, but several others are 
from the collections of Emily Dickinson and Henry 
David Thoreau. Superscript is used sparingly in the 
text to link to extra information—such as references 
and definitions—compiled in a Notes section at the 
back of the book. I appreciate that Humphreys com-
ments on the settler-colonial history of plant collect-
ing in several instances, highlighting the traditional 
Indigenous knowledge that is missing from the oth-
erwise detailed historical botanical record stewarded 
by herbaria.

Whether you will enjoy this book is a question of 
personal interest. Although I enjoyed Field Study, I 
cannot exactly say that I would recommend it. Despite 
the inclusion of some plant facts and miscellany, the 
bulk of this book is dedicated to brief plant collec-
tor biographies that just do not appeal to me as much 
as other topics related to herbaria. If you are curious 
about the plant collectors of days gone by and wish to 
be steeped in a herbarium for a short while, you could 
do much worse than spending time with this attrac-
tive little book.

Heather Cray
Halifax, NS, Canada
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